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Abstract— Based on regular expressions (RE), this paper pro-

poses an approach to modeling sequential circuits and related 

faults, and introduces a strategy for self-detecting, self-localizing, 

and self-correcting modeled faults. A case study evaluates the 

approach and analyzes its characteristics. 

 
Index Terms— regular expressions, fault tolerance, redun-

dancy, logic circuits 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

ERY early on, regular expressions (RE) became pop-

ular for modeling and testing logic circuits [3,4,5,8]. This 

paper proposes notions and techniques to model both sequen-

tial circuits and related faults based on automata theory and 

formal languages. 

Faults can be handled in three consecutive stages: Detec-

tion, localization, and correction. If a fault in a circuit under 

consideration (CUC) can be detected, localized, and corrected 

unambiguously, then the system can perform the correction 

itself without needing control from outside. It is then said to 

be self-correcting in response to a fault of this type. The sys-

tem is fault-tolerant (FT) if it can, in spite of a failure caused 

by a fault of the considered type, continue delivering the 

specified services, perhaps at a reduced level but still to the 

satisfaction of the user. 

If a system is not immanently FT, it can be extended to be-

have FT, which necessitates additional resources (redundancy) 

that are not required to perform the specified services but 

needed to realize the FT behavior. Note that the acronym FT 

can read either as “fault-tolerant” or “fault tolerance” or “fault 

tolerating,” etc., depending on its context. 

This paper proposes models and methods to handle faults in 

sequential circuits with emphasis on (i) fault modeling to 

operationalize FT, (ii) analysis of a given CUC to determine 

whether it has the required properties to handle modeled 

faults, and (iii) if not, extension of the given CUC to make it 
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possess the required, desirable feature. 

The next section summarizes notions and techniques used in 

this paper. Section 3 introduces the approach that will be 

exemplified, and validated in Section 4. Conclusions and open 

problems are discussed in Section 5. 

II. REGULAR EXPRESSIONS, TRANSFORMING THEM TO 

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS AND V.V. 

Regular expressions (RE) play a key role in this paper. The 

basic assumption for the use of REs to model CUC is that the 

system is controlled by a sequence of input signals, and the set 

of legal sequences build a regular language that can be repre-

sented by REs. Apart from their relevance for automata theory 

and formal languages, REs provide an efficient tool for mod-

eling and analysis of a wide range of problems in practice. 

Specifically, all non-recursive, sequential sequences of events 

can be described by REs [6]. The notation of REs is brief and 

precise and can easily be transformed into directed, state-

transition graphs of finite-state automata (FSA) accepting the 

symbol strings generated by the corresponding expressions. 

Efficient methods have been developed for the analysis and 

verification of system properties (completeness, consistency, 

complexity) and the synthesis of composite REs to model 

complex systems. 

A RE consists of symbols connected by the following basic 

operations (detailed description and use of REs is available in 

text books, e.g., [6]). 

• Sequence (concatenation) of symbols–not notated by an 

explicit notation. 

• Selection between symbols–notated by “+.”  

• Iteration–notated by “(…)*”, meaning an arbitrary i-fold 

(0≤i<∞) concatenation of the contents of the brackets. 

So, ab, a+b, and (b)* are simple REs. 

Well-known techniques are suggested [3,4,6,7,8,9] for 

transforming a CUC into a RE, and transforming the ex-

tended RE back to a corresponding circuit. A state transition 

table, which is a tabular representation of CUC`s output equa-

tions, is used for obtaining an FSA from a given CUC. This 

table contains input-output values for current-next states. The 
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FSA is then created by using the state transition table and 

represents a Mealy machine, whose outputs are determined 

using current state and inputs. Other conversion from the FSA 

to RE is made by using JFLAP software [9]. 

III. APPROACH 

This paper applies the notions, algorithms, and strategies, 

developed in [2] for regular languages, to the analysis and 

extension of sequential digital circuits. The author chose an 

intuitive, semi-formal style to enable an easy-to-understand 

and space-saving explanation of the concept. 

A. Basic Idea, Modeled Faults 

As a first step, the given CUC will be converted to an FSA 

that will then be converted to an RE that is an algebraic term 

and forms a string of symbols, which we interpret as events 

that represent combinations of input signals. This term will be 

used to model and generate a set of elementary faults that can 

be corrected by inserting (I-hypothesis), deleting (D-hypothe-

sis), or replacing (R-hypothesis) events.  

 

 Insertion Deletion Replacement 

Stuck-at Faults   X 

Bridging Faults X  X 

Delay Faults   X 

Transient Faults X X X 

Fig. 1. Applying IDR-Hypotheses to faults in circuits 

 

Fig. 1 summarizes typical hardware faults that can be mod-

eled by the corresponding correction hypothesis. Most of the 

faults encountered in the practice can be modeled by these 

IDR-hypotheses, or a repetition/combination of them. They 

define a collection of fault prototypes that will be used to 

analyze the RE of a given CUC to determine whether it is 

fault-detecting or fault-correcting, i.e., if all faults of this type 

can be, respectively, detected, localized, or corrected unam-

biguously. 

The present paper suggests to transform a CUC into a corre-

sponding RE and to analyze this RE to find out whether it 

lacks a desirable fault handling property. If necessary, the 

redundancy for adopting this property will be determined and 

the given RE will be extended to a RE*. As a final step, RE* 

will be converted back to a circuit CUC* that represents an 

extension of the original CUC, and is expected to possess the 

desirable property; i.e., it is now fault-detecting, or correcting, 

etc. 

Circuit hardening is used to improve the robustness against 

external influences to circuits like EM-fields and EM-radiation 

by including circuit redundancy [1,12]. Transient faults in-

clude these effects, which can be modeled by our approach. 

B. Deriving Characteristic Features of Regular Expressions 

Using a well-known algorithm [4,5], this section demon-

strates on an example the transformation of an RE to a specific 

form that enables to derive the characteristic relations that are 

necessary for analyzing its FT features. An RE can be given 

thusly: 

)*](*)*)([( bacbbaT ++=            (1) 

As a first step, each instance of a symbol in the string T will 

be denoted by its order of occurrence. This leads to an indexed 

expression: 
13212111 )*](*)*)(([ bacbabT ++=  

Here, b1 means “first occurrence of b, etc. In this way, sym-

bols occurring more than once are uniquely denoted. Next, 

based on the well-known methods [4,6], the corresponding 

deterministic finite-state automaton Eforw will be constructed 

that accepts all strings forwardly generated by the expression 

T. The states of Eforw are expressed by numbers. A transition 

from state i to state j that is caused by the input of an a is 

denoted by (a)i=:j. 

 
Fig. 2: Constructing Eforw 

 

The operation “=:” means that “the state j is defined as a 

follow-on state i transduced by the input a.” The acceptor 

states may be seen to be equivalent to the symbol that leads to 

them. 

 
As an example, if Eforw is in initial state 0 and reads the 

symbol [, which can correctly be only [1, it then transfers to 

state 1. 

The symbol a correctly read by state 1 is always a2 and 

causes a transition into state 2, etc. Each symbol string not 

generated by T is not accepted by Eforw, i.e., the automaton is 

transduced into a reject state e. The graph and state table of 

Eforw are shown in Fig. 2. For reasons of more compact 

presentation, the reject state e is generally omitted. 

An additional relationship between the symbols si of a T and 

the states of Eforw is established if the index i of the symbol si is 

replaced by the set of states containing si. Thus we transform T 

into a new expression. 
475362876731 )*](*)*)(([ ++++

++= bacbabT forw  

This operation is called forward indexing of T. Addi-tion-

ally, we form the mirror image Tmirr of T and index it in the 

same way as T. 
11121231 [*)(*)((*)(] babcabT mirr

++=  
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The finite-state automaton Eback corresponding to Tmirr is 

constructed in the same way as Eforw. 

Now, we again form the mirror image of Tmirr and analo-

gously derive a relationship between the symbols of Tmirr and 

states of Eback. 
58362734221_ [*)(*)((*)(] +++

++= babcabT forwmirr  

This operation is called backward indexing. Here, to distin-

guish the indices T mirr-orw from those in Tforw, they are written 

in a subscript position. After a second mirror operation, we 

obtain the expression: 

12247362835

__

back )*](*)*)(([T :T bacbabmirrforwmirr
++==

+++

Performing forward and backward indexing simultaneously, 

we obtain: 
4

1

753

3

62

2

8

4

7

73

6

835
1forw )*](*)*)(([T

62

73
+++

++
++=

+

+

bacbabback
 

This double indexing is called a coding of the expression T. 

The coding is the basis of both tools needed for our error 

treatment. One important tool is the compatibility relation C 

that consists of all pairs (i.j) of a forward index i and a back-

ward index j existing in a coded symbol is j
of forwTback

. This is 

described by the notations iCj of isj. The latter means that 

states i and j are compatible via the symbol s. Fig. 3(a) gives 

the relation C for T. 

 

 

Fig. 3: (a) Context relation and (b) compatibility relation 

 

As a second, more powerful tool, the relations for the right 

context and left contextrforw, rback, and lforw, lback , respectively, 

are used. They determine the symbols for every si or sj that 

may appear, respectively, as its immediate successor or prede-

cessor. Fig. 3(b) gives the context relation, derived for the 

symbols of Tforw and Tback. 

C. Modeling, Detection, and Correction of Faults 

As mentioned at the beginning of Section 3.1, the system 

has to apply a certain hypothesis about the structure of a de-

tected error for its correction. Most errors in the input string 

can be corrected if one of the following hypotheses is used 

(Fig. 4(a)). 

1)  An additional symbol has to be inserted between two 
adjacent symbols (I-correction). 

2) A symbol has to be deleted from the string (D-correc-
tion). 

3) A symbol has to be replaced by another one (R-correc-
tion). 

 

 

C�rrecti�� 

         Area            (2) 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Correction area (b) Multiple R-corrections in an area 

 

These three hypotheses can correct errors caused by a 

missing, false, or superfluous symbol in the string. The hy-

potheses may be generalized to the cases where, instead of a 

single symbol, a substring of n symbols is considered (n≥1). 

1n) An additional substring of n symbols has to be insert-
edbetween two adjacent symbols of the string      ( In-
correction). 

2n) A substring of n symbols of the string has to be deleted 
from the string (Dn-correction). 

3n) A substring of n symbols of the string has to be re-
placed by another one (Rn-correction). 

The location in the string where a hypothesis might be ap-

plied is called a correction position, and the symbol used by 

the correction is called a correcting symbol. 

If one of the hypotheses applies exactly to one position in a 

given erroneous string, then the place of the error can be lo-

calized unambiguously. Such errors are called Qn-diagnosing 

if all errors are Qn-diagnosable. If two hypotheses, Pn and Qn 

out of {In,Dn, Rn}, apply to the same, erroneous string, they are 

PnQn-dependent; otherwise they are PnQn-independent. Erro-

neous strings that can be corrected by use of one hypothesis 

Qn and by exactly one symbol are said to be Qn-correctable. 

The system is Qn-correcting if all errors are Qn-correctable.  

If an error is Qn-diagnosable, Qn–correctable, and all hy-

potheses Pn, Qn are pairwise independent, it can be automati-

cally corrected by the system itself; i.e., this error is self-cor-

rectable. If all errors are self-correctable, the system is said to 

be PnQn-self-correcting or PnQn-fault-tolerant.  

The treatment of erroneous symbol sequences at run-time 

consists of steps (a) detecting the sequence is erroneous, (b) 

localization of a substring where a Q-correction may apply, 

and (c) correction. These three consecutive steps are explained 

in the following. 

(a) Detection of Erroneous Inputs. For this purpose, the in-

put string is successively indexed forward and backward (read 
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from left to right by Eforw and vice versa by the corresponding 

automaton Eback). Thus, if the string is correct, it can be trans-

formed into a coding, as demonstrated by the example of 
forwTback

. Otherwise, at a certain position, the coding is no longer 

possible without violating the compatibility relation. Consider 

the example of an erroneous sequence w (Fig. 4(b). 

w = [bbbacabba] 

The corresponding coding is (that will be used in Section 4 

as a test input tn) 
eeeeee

fback abbacabbb 123324

2

6

5

8

5

7

3

7

1forw

n ][ w:t ==  

wheree, f represent the reject states of Eforw or Eback, respec-

tively.  

During the forward indexing, string w cannot be read 

properly after the symbol a2by Eforw. For the backward index-

ing, the same happens at symbol b7 by Eback. In these cases, 

the automata are transduced into a reject state e or f. 

(b) Localization. The error causing the automaton to stop 

during the forward and/or backward indexing is always situ-

ated in the substring between the leftmost symbol that can be 

accepted at backward indexing and the rightmost symbol that 

can be accepted at forward indexing [2]. This is the only part 

of the string where, if possible, correction hypotheses may 

apply. Therefore, this part is called a correction area. 

(c) Correction. A correcting symbol placed between the 

other ones in the correction area must belong to the left con-

text relation of its successor, and to the right contest relation 

of its processor. This is demonstrated by the example in Fig. 

4(a) of the correction area forwk back
 of forww back

 (compare the con-

text and compatibility tables in Fig. 3). Fig. 4(b) already 

shows that the given system is not R-diagnosing and that the 

hypotheses are pairwise-dependent. 

For a complete analysis of the system, all correction areas 
of different length are to systematically be constructed. This 
requires that all combinations of symbols be constructed that 
“do not fit together,” i.e., which cannot be neighbors in a 
correct string. Correction areas of length l=1 are obtained 
when all symbols are placed between neighbors that cannot be 
their left or right context. For the term T from example 2, e.g., 
in the strings a2ca6, b

3ca6, and b5ca6, the symbol c is not in 
correct context with its neighbors. Correction areas of length l 
= 2 are formed by the combination of all symbol pairs (si,tn) 
that are mutually not in context, i.e., 

�� ∉ �����	
��, 

� ∉ 	 �����	���, for all j,m. 

I� this way� the Q�diag��sis a�d c�rrecti�� (�	 ∈
{�, �, �}) capabi�ities �f the syste� ca� be a�a�y�ed by 
�ea�s �f its c�rresp��di�g RE  The pr�cedure ca� be 
ge�era�i�ed t� the case �f arbitrary �e�gth �f c�rrecti�� 
areas a�d arbitrary �f�r ��  This e�ab�es t� ca���ica��y 
a�a�y�e a�d c��p�se the fau�t t��era�ce pr�perties �f the 
syste� i� the desig� phase� pr�vidi�g the basis f�r i�pr�v�
i�g its fau�t t��era�ce by use �f additi��a� redu�da�cy  

D. Extending the Regular Expression for Automatic Fault 
Handling 

Errors cannot be unambiguously diagnosed and corrected 
if the analysis of an RE reveals that the system is not Q-diag-
nosing, or Q-correcting, or that hypotheses are mutually de-
pendent. This is illustrated by the example in Fig. 4(b). Since 
there are two positions where the hypothesis H might apply, a 
unique R-diagnosis and an R-correction are not possible. 

The general idea how to avoid this problem is to embed in 
the regular expression at least one of the four symbols (s, u, t, 
or z; or v, x, y, or k) into a different, appropriate left of right 
context, e.g., 

bas i

j→
i

js  

so that the R-correction can only apply to one position. This 
process is called the extension of the regular expression. The 
extension yields fault-tolerance system behavior if the intro-
duced redundancy is sufficient. 
The symbol embedding can be systematically performed to 
remove the considered ambiguities from the correction areas. 
It does not imply the necessity of additional activities. 

E. Generalization to Arbitrary Fault Condition 

Using the above explained principles, all corrections areas 
are now to systematically be constructed and analyzed where a 
Q-correction is not possible because of ambiguities in detecta-
bility and/or correctability, or pairwise independence of hy-

potheses. As a next step, all of the symbols ��
�, ��

�, 
�
� and  �

� 

(Fig. 4(a)) in those correction areas are to be collected into a 
set S. The objective is then to systematically reduce the num-
ber of the correction positions and the correcting symbols in 
each of the correction areas to exactly one by appropriate 
extensions to exclude detecting/correcting ambiguities and 
hypotheses. It is evident that this objective defines an optimi-
zation process where the number of extending symbols may 
differ with regard to the number of eliminated correction 
positions, correcting symbols, etc. 

To avoid unnecessary redundancy, the number of the ex-
tended symbols in the sequence should be as small as possible. 
Therefore, the set S is to be minimized to achieve a specified 
fault-tolerance property. 
For theexample here, it can be shown that R-diagnosability is 

achieved only by extending the symbols !"
", !#

#,and $%
&. To 

realize this, we can use, on the one hand, embedding symbols 
already existing in the string. In our case, the extension then 
could be 

!"
" →	!"

"!, !#
# → $!#

#$, $%
& → !$%

&. 
On the other hand, to mark the positions where redundancy 

has been included into the string, it is often useful to introduce 
new embedding symbols. Choosing “$,” “_,” and “&” as 
additional symbols, then the extension could be performed as 
follows. 

Using these, we obtain the extended expressions: 
T1=(bbab(b+c)*)*(aa+ab)*or T2=(b#a#(b+c)*=*(a$+&b)*. 
which are both R-diagnosing. 
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The concepts shown here for the use of Q-corrections can 
be generalized to the cases of Qn-hypotheses (i.e., n errors 
have to be simultaneously corrected). The basic idea thereby is 
to transform the simultaneous n-fold corrections into n se-
quential steps. 

The addition of the redundancy to the system may be per-
formed stepwise so that the degree of redundancy can be 
adapted to the required error detection/correction properties. 
As a further advantage of the method, the detection and cor-
rection of errors at run time can be performed by a straight-
forward algorithm without any backtracking procedures. 

A descripti�� �f the t���s that have bee� deve��ped t� 
app�y the �eth�d i� a c��f�rtab�e e�vir���e�t ca� be 
f�u�d i� $9&  

 
Fig. 5. Sequence loader as CUC 

 

IV. A CASE STUDY AND EVALUATION 

Fig. 5 depicts the block diagram of the circuit C as a CUC, 
which is a sequence loader borrowed from a real-life project. 
Using the well-known algorithms [3,4,7,8], this circuit will be 
transformed into an FSA and, subsequently, to following RE. 

( ) *	$!	$ + ,�∗�∗	! + $�∗.     (3) 
Symbols in T represent well-determined triples of inputs, 

x1 to x3 of C, i.e., [:=000; a:=001; b:=010; c:=100; 
]:=111(see[4,7,8]). 

T represented in (3) is exactly the same RE used as an ex-
ample (1) in Section 3.2 to explain the approach. For R-de-
tecting and R-correcting,T has been extended to 

T*= (bbab(b+c)*)*(aa+ab)* 
Thus, the extended RE, that is, T*, is now to be converted 

into a circuit via a corresponding FSA using the tool JFLAP 
[9]. Finally, this FSA is converted into an extended circuitC* 
by means of the State Transition Table and K-maps (Fig. 6). 

 
Fig. 6. Extension of the given CUC 

 

Outputs of C and C* are evaluated for equivalency of input 
sequences. In addition, the behavior of C* is also observed for 
the test sequence
�in (3) in Section 3.3. It is assessed that both 
circuits produce equivalent outputs. Consequently, C and C* 
are considered as equivalent for operational purposes. Finally, 
because C* satisfies the desired properties, it is stated that C* 
is both R-detecting and R-correcting. 
Example: tn*, the extended form of the example test sequence 
tn, (see (2) in Section 3.3) allows only one R-detection and 
correction. 

 

CUC and CUC* were implemented in XC3S100E from 
Spartan-3 FPGA family. Xilinx ISE Project Navigator was 
used for the design, implementation, and synthesis of the 
circuits. An overhead comparison of the circuits CUC and 
CUC* with TMR and structural BIST is under work. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Based on finite-state automata and regular expressions 
(RE), an approach is introduced to analyze fault handling 
features of a given sequential circuit. If required, the redun-
dancy necessary to adopt a desirable feature for fault detecta-
bility, correctability, etc., can be determined and added to the 
given circuit. Novelties of the approach stem from the analysis 
and extension of circuits for automatic fault handling. 
Problems we have presently been working on are (i) generali-
zation of fault models to consider a broad class of faults en-
countered in the practice, and (ii) optimization of the redun-
dancy necessary for extension, considering also events that are 
not included in the original RE that models the CUC.  
Comparisons with similar approaches using estimated values 
are under work. 

Last but not least, the present approach is to be applied to 
large scale, complex circuits in order to check to what extent it 
can cope with the state space explosion. 
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